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We like to think of our moral judgments as consistent, but they can be as capricious

as moods. Research reveals that such judgments are swayed by incidental emotions

and perceptions—for instance, people become more moralistic when they feel dirty

or sense contamination, such as in the presence of moldy food. Now a series of

studies shows that hippies, the obese and “trailer trash” suffer prejudicial treatment

because they tend to elicit disgust.

Researchers asked volunteers to read short paragraphs about people committing

what many consider to be impure acts, such as watching pornography, swearing or

being messy. Some of the paragraphs described the individuals as being a hippie,

obese or trailer trash—and the volunteers judged these fictional sinners more

harshly, according to the paper in the Journal of Experimental Psychology: General.

Questionnaires revealed that feelings of disgust toward these groups were driving

the volunteers' assessments.

A series of follow-up studies solidified

the link, finding that these groups

also garnered greater praise for

purity-related virtues, such as keeping

a neat cubicle. If the transgression in question did not involve purity, such as not tipping

a waiter, the difference in judgment disappeared. “The assumption people have is that we

draw on values that are universal and important,” says social psychologist E. J.

Masicampo of Wake Forest University, who led the study, “but something like

mentioning that a person is overweight can really push that judgment around. It's

triggering these gut-level emotions.”

The researchers also looked for real-world effects. After analyzing records of every New

York City Police Department patrol stop from 2004 to 2013, they found that when

suspects were stopped for purity violations (such as drugs, prostitution or lewdness),

overweight people were more likely to be arrested or receive a summons. Each point

increase in their body mass index increased the chances of punishment by 1 percent.

Next Masicampo will test whether police make more purity arrests during flu season,

with infection in mind.

Prior work shows that these un-conscious biases can lose their effect once made

conscious. By alerting people to their purity prejudices, the researchers hope to bring

about more equal treatment of those burdened by stigma. A fine aim because, after all,

what is more disgusting than bigotry?
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This article was originally published with the title "Harsher Punishments for the Obese."
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